Queen Nakhta de Renaud
Backstory

Species: Red fox (vulpes vulpes)
Sex: ♀
Age: 20
Height: 5ft 4in
Weight: 140lbs
Siblings: Absarren (8 years older), Bilba and Vilgem (twins, male and female respectively, 5 years older), and Berehn (3 years older [Is Berehn male or female?]); all deceased


Queen Nakhta is an original character from the story Songs of Vulland (working title). [I will finalise your character's summary after everything below is completed, checked, and confirmed to be correct by you.]


Trust & Confidence
(newborn)

Nakhta was the fifth child born to King Gattrem IV and Queen Velise. Given the time period they lacked reliable means of birth control so Nakhta’s conception was unplanned, though not entirely unexpected. 

Whether Nakhta’s mother had ever been a maternal type was unknown [Although now I say it, I would be interested to know if she had any favourites among the siblings, or whether she’d had a limited supply of maternal love for her earlier children. Did she?], but by the time Nakhta was born she had no care left to give for motherhood. As far as she was concerned, she had already produced several heirs to the throne so her job was done, and she looked forward to the permanent birth control that would come with menopause. 

Her father felt much the same way. 

Nakhta’s birth went as uneventfully as can be expected, although it was noticed from the day she was born that she had a slight malformation of her muzzle. This was noticeable on close inspection of the infant but not to a casual observer.

Nakhta would not be aware of this, of course, but her parents made a grand announcement to their subjects of her birth. [How did the subjects feel about their royal family? I know they’re not likely to be directly relevant for now, but it’ll be helpful to know later down the line.] After this, she was handed to a small group of wet-nurses and nannies to be raised almost entirely without input from her mother.

These women were older, experienced mothers, and provided Nakhta with the very best care and support they could offer. [Since Nakhta’s a fox (albeit an anthro fox) would she have been blind and deaf at birth like a feral fox, or did she have the benefit of all her senses?] Objectively their care was very good, but Nakhta had already realised that something was not right, that these women were not her true mother. Occasionally her mother would show up and check on her, and she would reach out eagerly for her, but her mother would not return the gesture. She would cry, and her nannies would give her the hug she desired. However, she realised that they were not her mother and she often rejected their offer of emotional warmth. [I am going to guess that this is so but will happily revise it. It’s certainly possible that she would only recognise her biological mum as her mum, although it is also possible that she spends so much time with her nannies doing all the ‘mum stuff’ that she accepts them as substitutes, but it’s very possible she’d pick up that they’re not the real deal. I’ll stop writing here for now and see what you have to say about that.] Before long, Nakhta stopped reaching out to her mother when she came, all together. 

[What did the other four siblings make of Nakhta when she was born? Did they consider her yet more competition, a non-threat because she was female, or something else? What did her sister/s think of having another female sibling?]

[I’m getting a sense that the relationships between the siblings is uniformly hostile, but I wonder what other detail we might find if we look at those relationships. It looks like allyship of some kind can come in helpful during the earlier stages of a power struggle between these siblings. Did the girls ally with the girls, or boys with boys? Did the twins watch each others’ backs? Did all of the siblings want to be king/queen? Did any make a point of seeking a place outside of this royal family and broadcast that to the others to reduce the risk of them being back-stabbed? Did anyone in the family try to align things to remove a sibling by encouraging them (or “encouraging” them) to marry out of the family where they couldn’t become king/queen of Vulland?]


Freedom & Self-Determination
(toddlerhood)

[Note to self: Absarren was 9 by this point; Bilba and Vilgem 6; and Berehn 4.]

[Re: Nakhta’s lisp. Would you say she felt ashamed of it, or angry that other people would point it out or think less of her for it? I’m guessing it’s more likely she feels angry about it because you’ve already said she feels that surely she’s the most important part of the overall household of the castle, and she’s putting herself forward a lot even as a toddler. I will keep my eyes open for her feeling ambivalent about this, or using anger to deflect any feelings of embarrassment.]

As Nakhta began to learn how to talk, her nurses and family members noticed that she had a lisp, thanks to her malformed muzzle. [Is it possible this became a focal point for any bullying by her siblings? I’m wondering if the fact that she was noticed at birth to have a malformation that wasn’t observable to most people became a ‘shameful family secret’ – nothing drastic, of course, but it would be enough to get leverage over an easily-shamed small child, and it might have been talked about by the nurses, the king or queen, or the siblings.]


Ambition
(young childhood)

[Note to self: Absarren was 11 by this point; Bilba and Vilgem 8; and Berehn 6.]

[You said, “Whenever she accomplished something, she expected adoration and praise, empty or not, and conversely if she failed her goal she would stew about it and blame herself internally while blaming everyone else externally, feeling a need to measure up to the longstanding De Renaud dynasty’s name.” Can I guess that the greatness of the de Renaud dynasty was foisted on her – paintings of her ancestors in the hall, Latin mottos she’d be expected to understand and remember from young, that kind of thing?]

[You said, “That was the pressure that had been put on her shoulders and it drove her to fear, as she would for the rest of her life, that others were watching her, plotting against her, wanting to criticize or to hurt her. Paranoia, many would call it, but nobody tried to treat it in a family that really was full of a history of assassinations and backstabbing.” It sounds like she’s already keenly aware of how her family treat one another, but I’m wondering where her nurses are at this time. Have they been dismissed already, are they too afraid to try to teach Nakhta any different, or are they doing their best to no avail?]


Productivity
(older childhood)

[Note to self: Absarren was 14 by this point; Bilba and Vilgem 11; and Berehn 9.]

[You said, “She learned all the appropriate vixenly arts, including sewing, dance, etiquette, calligraphy, and even the reading of long and complex histories” How did she feel about that history? I’m guessing a big part of it was her lineage and the lineages of other royal or noble families. It sounds dull for a girl of her age, and I’m wondering whether she felt proud of her heritage when she read it or whether she resented those people. And, did any of the figures inn those books pique her interest? It strikes me that the ones who are dead and gone would be easier for her to idealise and use as imagined role models.]


Child to Adult Transition
(adolescence)

[Note to self: Absarren was 21 by this point; Bilba and Vilgem 18; and Berehn 16.]

[You said, “It was hard for Nakhta to leave behind childhood, admittedly. She still hasn’t completely to the present day, tending to prefer old habits and companions to anything new.” It sounds like she hasn’t resolved something in childhood. I’ll watch out for clues about what, and will keep this comment in situ as a reminder to myself to make a point of this.]

[I’m interested in your comment here: “The nobles and others she mingled with seemed to accept her as at least a functional and reasonable member of the royal family, too childish and petty to be a ruler but at least not embarrassing herself in public too often.” Especially in light of the previous comment about her feeling she hasn’t finished her childhood properly yet. I’d expect someone who isn’t done with being a child to be insecure, and therefore to appear fickle or over-reactive to real or imagined slights, which is in sharp contrast to being reasonable. Would you say that she mostly absorbed her angry feelings and did her best to appear mature and level-headed, or was she unreasonable but also appeared to lack the power to do anybody any real damage?]

[What does she admire about her father? Same question for her opinion of her siblings.]

[You mentioned that she’s intelligent, which admittedly isn’t the same as knowledgeable, but can you tell me what she did to impress people with her intelligence?]

[You mentioned that Nakhta feels overwhelmed by the thought of running a whole country. She ends up having to do that anyway of course, but I wonder whether there’s anything more to explore about her feelings of overwhelm. Was she not given the same grooming for the role as her older siblings (perhaps just Absarren), or did she get the same grooming but got the occasional talking-to from one or another of her siblings to damage her self-confidence and convince her not to want the role? This sounds like something a competitive older sibling might do.]


Closeness in Relationships
(young adulthood)

[Note to self: Absarren was 27 by this point; Bilba and Vilgem 24; and Berehn 22.]

[Note to self: Nakhta kills her siblings at age 20 when Absarren was 29 by this point; Bilba and Vilgem 26; and Berehn 24.]



Passing on Responsibilities
(older adulthood)




End of Life
(old age)
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